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Some of the properties of diamond like carbon (DLC) such as high hardness, wear

resistance and low friction coefficient makes it a material with a lot of applications as a

protective coating in our society (ex.: protective coating for hard disks, blades, etc).

Despite of the exceptional properties of DLC, the adhesion on stainless steel is poor.

One route to improve the adhesion is the usage of a thin buffer layer film of silicon

using silane as a precursor gas. Silane is an inflammable gas in contact with the air. It

increases the potential of accident if some leakage occurs. Others elements can be

incorporated into the DLC structural matrix to improve some properties, like fluorine to

increase the hydrophobicity and reduce the friction coefficient and silicon to reduce

the internal stress.

In this work we studied thin films of organosilicon deposited by rf-PECVD (radio

frequency plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition) on stainless steel substrates

(ISO306L) using hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) and hexamethyldisilazane

(HDMSN) as precursors. Both precursors are in liquid state in room temperature and

atmospheric pressure. In low pressure, it is possible to grow films using these liquids.

The films were deposited in several self-bias and two substrate temperature (27ºC

and 300ºC), keeping the deposition pressure constant at 1 Pa and base pressure in

10-4Pa. Atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, profilometer measurements

and nanoindentation were used to study the mechanical and structural properties. The

results indicate that temperature is an important factor: films grown in low temperature

have low adhesion in stainless steel substrates and they are more polymer like; but

films grown in 300ºC have good adhesion and the hardness obtained was of the order

of 22 GPa. Also a duplex treatment was employed with these films to verify the

possibility to use them as a buffer layer to deposit DLC films.

The results show that HMDSO and HMDSN films deposited by rf-PECVD can be

potential candidates as a protective coating on stainless steel surfaces due to their

mechanical properties.
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